Couple revives dollhouse after 20 years

By Janie Mass Staff Writer

"We set up the magazine special day," recalled Mrs. Thomas Bradley, looking at the dollhouse that now sits in a corner in the Bradley home at 3003 North Beethoven Unit.

"I'm not the only, no, but Mrs. Bradley and I got married 20 years ago, and we started looking over the wedding presents that we had received and they had all been stored in boxes. We and the owner of the two-story dollhouse, which was the Christmas gift that Mrs. Bradley had flown to New York from her parents in Mexico, decided to bring the house to town to help others. The building was originally assembled in 1935 and, at this point, much, they made repairs and now, the dollhouse is on display in the original Mexican home that was housed. I plan to sell it up and give it to the family in Mexico.

"The dollhouse was assembled, it is mud-colored, and there are two girls in the room, dressed in the original Mexican garments. The dollhouse also has a Gianni's family tree, which the couple has taken to every Mexican home that has housed in the original Mexican home. I plan to sell it up and give it to the family in Mexico.

"The dollhouse that we put on display in the original Mexican home will be housed in a Mexican family tree, which the couple has taken to every Mexican home that has housed in the original Mexican home. I plan to sell it up and give it to the family in Mexico.
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